Faire if you expect admiring,
Cantus

Thomas Campian

1. Faire if you expect admiring, sweet if you provide
Fond but if thy light be blindness, faire if thou admire

2. Fates, if you rule lovers fortunate, Stars, if men your
Time, if sorrow be not endless, Hope made vaine, and

voke desire, grace deere love with kinde requiething,
fect unkindness, flie both love and loves delighting.
powers importune, Yield reliefe by your relenting?
pitie friendles, helpe to ease my long lamenting.

Then when hope is lost and love is scorned, Ile bury my de-
But if griefes remaine still unredded Ile flie to her a-
sires, and quench the fires that ever yet in vaine have burned.
gaine, and she for pitie to re-nue my hopes distress

Bassus